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Rievent Technologies

• Rievent Technologies founded in 2000
• Rievent’s Mission:
  Add value to educational content by providing a modern platform for continuing education management and delivery
• the Rievent Platform™
Rievent Platform™

• continuing medical education learning management system
• comprehensive, turnkey, CME/CE cloud computing / SaaS platform
• exceptional on-line continuing education attendee experience – easy to use, modern web-based
• easy to build, manage, and deploy continuing education activities with measurable outcomes
• extensive reporting and data analysis balanced with simple and powerful industry required reporting
What is ACCME PARS?

- The Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME®) Program Activity Reporting System (PARS)
- PARS replaces spreadsheets the ACCME previously used to collect data for the reaccreditation process.
- Providers can submit data on an ongoing basis, deciding when and how often to upload information. In addition, providers will no longer need to submit separate, aggregated data for the ACCME annual reports.
- PARS is required.
In 2010, the ACCME mandated that accredited providers report activity data via the ACCME Program and Activity Reporting System (PARS) by March 31st, 2011.

Rievent implemented PARS features within the Rievent Platform™ making PARS management and reporting simple and automated for a non-technical user community.
How PARS Works

1. Providers create activities in the Rievent Platform™ via the Production Wizard
2. Providers enter supplemental ACCME PARS meta data into the Rievent Platform™
3. Attendees participate in enduring or live activities
4. Participation data and metrics are captured in the Rievent Platform™
5. Providers select activities and export ACCME PARS ready XML reports
6. PARS XML files are uploaded to ACCME
The Rievent Platform™ makes ACCME PARS simple and automated.

Click play to open an play a short video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUzoxmRLN4o
Under the hood: Rievent PARS Implementation

• Rievent follows standards proposed by MedBiquitous to advance healthcare education and competence assessment.

• Rievent’s customers use the Rievent Platform™ as their ACCME system of record to maintain CME records.

• The ACCME PARS batch upload XML format is an adaptation of two MedBiquitous standards:
  ✓ ANSI/MEDBIQ ME.10.1-2009, Medical Education Metrics and
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